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anocrystals as sensitizers for red-
to-blue triplet-fusion upconversion†
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Photon upconversion is a strategy to generate high-energy excitations from low-energy photon input,

enabling advanced architectures for imaging and photochemistry. Here, we show that ultra-small PbS

nanocrystals can sensitize red-to-blue triplet-fusion upconversion with a large anti-Stokes shift

(DE ¼ 1.04 eV), and achieve max-efficiency upconversion at near-solar fluences (Ith ¼ 220 mW cm�2)

despite endothermic triplet sensitization. This system facilitates the photo-initiated polymerization of

methyl methacrylate using only long-wavelength light (lexc: 637 nm); a demonstration of nanocrystal-

sensitized upconversion photochemistry. Time-resolved spectroscopy and kinetic modelling clarify key

loss channels, highlighting the benefit of long-lifetime nanocrystal sensitizers, but revealing that many

(48%) excitons that reach triplet-extracting carboxyphenylanthracene ligands decay before they can

transfer to free-floating acceptors—emphasizing the need to address the reduced lifetimes that we

determine for molecular triplets near the nanocrystal surface. Finally, we find that the inferred

thermodynamics of triplet sensitization from these ultra-small PbS quantum dots are surprisingly

favourable—completing an advantageous suite of properties for upconversion photochemistry—and do

not vary significantly across the ensemble, which indicates minimal effects from nanocrystal

heterogeneity. Together, our demonstration and study of red-to-blue upconversion using ultra-small

PbS nanocrystals in a quasi-equilibrium, mildly endothermic sensitization scheme offer design rules to

advance implementations of triplet fusion, especially where large anti-Stokes wavelength shifts are sought.
Introduction

Triplet-fusion upconversion (TUC) is an emerging strategy for
generating high-energy photons from incoherent long-
wavelength light at low uences.1,2 TUC takes advantage of the
long lifetimes of molecular spin-triplet excitons to build suffi-
cient excited-state population to favour the bimolecular fusion
of spin-triplet excitons over parasitic monomolecular decay
channels.2,3 However, because of their o-negligible electric
dipole,4,5 molecular triplets are commonly generated using
a sensitizer6 via sequential photon absorption, spin-dephasing,
and triplet energy transfer (TET) to a molecular acceptor.7

Examples of sensitizers include coordination complexes, due to
their strong absorption bands and high triplet yield via inter-
system crossing,6,8–15 as well as colloidal quantum dots
(QDs),16–23 metal-halide perovskite lms and nanocrystals,24–26

and materials containing lanthanide atoms.5,27 Triplet fusion
(TF) occurs when the energy from two or more triplet-excited
acceptors are combined to yield a higher-energy excited state,
istry, Toronto, ON, M5S 3H6, Canada.

tion (ESI) available. See DOI:

the Royal Society of Chemistry
which may generate a spin-singlet excitation capable of emit-
ting a photon.1,6,9,28,29

Importantly, it was recently demonstrated that triplet-fusion
upconversion can enable photochemical transformations using
incident long-wavelength light at low uences appropriate for
tissue penetration.13,14,30–32 This is motivating an exploration of
photochemical and biomedical applications, where large anti-
Stokes shi upconversion could permit targeted drug-delivery
without the non-specic photochemistry that accompanies the
use of direct ultraviolet excitation.31 Thus, red-to-blue upcon-
version—achieving large anti-Stokes shi while creating excited
states with enough energy (z3.0 eV) to make and break
chemical bonds—has emerged as an important step towards
applications.6,12,23,33–35

Triplet sensitization using QDs is an increasingly common
strategy to achieve triplet-fusion upconversion (TUC) due to
latent advantages such as their size-tunable optical gap, large
molar absorption cross-section, rapid/near-isoergic spin-
dephasing, and modiable surface chemistry.16–23,34,36–40 By
combining these properties with the long intrinsic lifetimes of
triplet excitons on many molecular chromophores, TUC
performance has been able to access new performance regimes
of incident wavelength, anti-Stokes shi, quantum yield, and
low-threshold operation.18,20,23,40,41 Specically, lead sulde (PbS)
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 14111–14120 | 14111
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QDs possess advantageously long excited-state lifetimes
compared to other commonly employed semiconductor nano-
crystals.38,42 However, PbS QDs are typically used as near- and
short-wave infrared (NIR, SWIR) absorbers/emitters,19,43,44 in
part because of challenges in the synthesis of ultra-small
particles with optical gaps in the visible regions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Recently, we showed that PbS QDs can be
made sufficiently small to display optical gaps greater than
�1.70 eV (l: 560–730 nm, measured at the peak of the lowest-
energy excitonic feature in the absorption spectrum), while
conserving the narrow ensemble linewidths required for opto-
electronic applications.45,46 This synthetic advance allows PbS
QDs to align energetically with the triplet exciton energies of
commonly used deep-blue-emitting (lem < 450 nm) uo-
rophores for triplet-fusion upconversion, including the ubiq-
uitous diphenylanthracene (DPA).

Harnessing these recent advances, we now demonstrate
successful red-to-blue TUC using ultra-small PbS QDs as red-
light (l ¼ 637 nm) absorbers and achieve a maximum anti-
Stokes shi of DE ¼ 1.04 eV. We present proof-of-concept
results showing the applicability of this composite upconver-
sion system to photochemistry by initiating the polymerization
of methyl methacrylate (MMA) via excitation at lexc ¼ 637 nm.
We observe promising, near-solar intensity, max-efficiency
thresholds as a direct benet of the long excited-state life-
times of PbS QDs. Time-resolved photoluminescence
Fig. 1 (A) Photo of blue (lpeak ¼ 430 nm) upconverted emission upon ex
filter (B) steady-state absorption and emission spectroscopy of relevantm
QDs are normalized at l: 620 nm (and the QD fluorescence scaled to the
fold relative to the remainder of the spectra for closer inspection. (C) Sche
Sensitizing QDs absorb incident light (lexc ¼ 637 nm) and transfer excit
sensitizes free-floating DPA. (D) Reaction scheme of photoinitiated MMA
DPA generated via triplet fusion.
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spectroscopy (TRPL) and kinetic modelling accurately capture
the quasi-equilibrium dynamics of the mildly endothermic
triplet energy transfer process to exciton-extracting ligands, and
highlight unexpected research avenues for future performance
improvements. Finally, we show that the excited-state equilib-
rium between sensitizing QDs and surface-bound acene
acceptors is remarkably consistent across the ensemble emis-
sion spectrum of these ultra-small QDs, indicating that
heterogeneous contributions to the uorescence linewidth are
minimal, even in these exceptionally small nanocrystals. Taken
together, our results show that ultra-small PbS QDs are useful
sensitizers of molecular triplets—even with energies up to
1.8 eV, thereby capable of generating blue light (lem < 450 nm)
aer fusion—highlighting the general importance of the
sensitizer excited-state lifetime when striving for TUC with
a maximal anti-Stokes shi.
Results & discussion

To test the suitability of ultra-small PbS QDs for photon
upconversion, we studied a standard TUC system comprised of
QD sensitizers functionalized with exciton-extracting ligands,
and a free-oating emitter.16,17 Materials and methods for
synthesis and fabrication are described in detail in the ESI.† In
brief, we synthesized ultra-small PbS QDs (d � 1.9 nm) with the
aide of an oleylamine additive as we have reported previously.46
citation at lexc¼ 637 nm, taken through a l: 500 nm shortpass optical
aterials in this study. The absorption spectra of native PbS and PbS-CPA
same value), and the region near the QD excitonic peak is magnified 5-
matic of the triplet-fusion upconversion system employed in this study.
ations to the lowest-energy triplet state of CPA ligands, which in turn
polymerization after electron/energy transfer (ET) from singlet-excited

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Intensity dependence of spectrally-integrated upconverted
emission at various sensitizer (PbS-CPA) concentrations, showing the
characteristic quadratic-to-linear transition as bimolecular triplet
fusion becomes the dominant decay channel. The lowest threshold
observed for max-efficiency upconversion from this system was Ith-
¼ 220 mW cm�2 (dotted line).
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Post-synthesis, the native oleic acid ligands were partially
exchanged with carboxyphenyl-anthracene (CPA) ligands
(synthesized as previously described;47 see ESI Section 1 for
details†), chosen for their expected triplet energy level and
previous demonstrations as exciton extractors.47 Subsequently,
we prepared upconversion solutions by combining the hybrid
PbS-CPA sensitizer with the canonical diphenylanthracene
(DPA) annihilator/emitter.6

From these solutions, we observe blue upconverted emission
upon excitation at lexc ¼ 637 nm (Fig. 1A), consistent with the
expected absorption and emission energies from steady-state
optical spectra (Fig. 1B). The ultra-small PbS QDs used in this
study exhibit a rst excitonic absorption peak centered at
l¼ 620 nm (hn¼ 2.0 eV; Fig. 1B) and broad photoluminescence
centered at l ¼ 760 nm (Fig. 1B). These linewidths are compa-
rable to the narrowest reported for ultra-small PbS QDs,46 for
which an estimated upper-bound on the size-dispersity is
7%.46,48 Fig. 1B displays the absorption spectrum of CPA in
solution as well as the composite PbS-CPA QDs, where charac-
teristic features of the CPA absorption are clearly visible aer
ligand exchange and purication (Fig. 1B, and S1†). By selec-
tively exciting the PbS QDs at lexc ¼ 637 nm, blue UC emission
from DPA is readily observed spectroscopically (l ¼ 415–
500 nm, Fig. 1B; and S2†) and photographically (Fig. 1A),
achieving a maximum anti-Stokes shi of 1.04 eV from the
excitation wavelength to the 0–0 shoulder of the DPA uores-
cence. Control experiments show that parasitic FRET from DPA
to the PbS QDs is not a signicant decay channel, but that the
intensity of the 0–0 feature in the DPA emission is attenuated in
UC solutions due to far-eld photon reabsorption by QDs
(Fig. S2 and S3†). Together, these data are the rst report of red-
to-blue TUC (i.e. upconverted emission l < 500 nm) sensitized
by PbS QDs.

The energetic scheme (Fig. 1C) displays the expected ener-
getic pathways and highlights the ambiguous thermodynamics
of the exciton transfer from the QD to the ligand. By a conven-
tional measure,16,18 taken from the peak of the QD emission
spectrum (hn � 1.63 eV) to the expected energy of the triplet
state of the CPA extractor ligands (hn� 1.80 eV),16,47 this transfer
is signicantly endothermic (�6kT). However, it has been
proposed that the anomalously large Stokes shis in ultra-small
metal-chalcogenide nanocrystals arise from considerable
ground-state exciton–phonon coupling in uorescence,49–55 and
it is unclear that exchange-mediated transfer to a molecular
chromophore would experience the same selection rules. To aid
subsequent discussion, Fig. 1C also displays the lowest-lying
excitonic absorption peak of the ground-state QD
(hn � 2.0 eV) as an upper bound on the energy of a thermalized
exciton. Though we cannot rule out a small amount of transfer
from the ‘hot’ excited state formed immediately aer photon
absorption, we observe that the photoluminescence quantum
yield (PLQY) of CPA-functionalized QDs is wavelength-
independent in this region (Table S1 and Fig. S4†), which is
consistent with previous demonstrations that thermalization is
rapid (�ps) in larger PbS nanocrystals.56

To explore the photochemical potential of this novel red-to-
blue TUC system, we combined it with the requisite reagents for
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) of methyl
methacrylate (MMA) using a photoinitiator and a cross-linking
additive (Fig. 1D; see ESI for Methods†). We observe the
formation of poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) gel aer exci-
tation at l ¼ 637 nm for 30 minutes (Fig. 1D, photo inset),
validating the concept of QD-sensitized TUC-mediated photo-
catalysis. Control experiments where either the sensitizing PbS-
CPA nanocrystals or DPA are removed show no gel formation
(Fig. S5†), consistent with previous reports that achieve photo-
initiation via upconversion,13,30,32 or via direct excitation with
higher-energy photons.57,58 Thus, we observe that the higher-
energy DPA spin-singlet excited state generated via triplet
fusion is able to activate the homolytic cleavage of the initiator,
in line with other recent demonstrations of TUC-mediated
photochemistry with other material systems.13,14,30 Notably, the
low concentrations (4 mM) of PbS used in this polymerization
reaction were consistent with other TUC-mediated photo-
chemistry systems,13,14 as well as direct QD-catalyzed polymeri-
zations.57 Given the susceptibility of these ultra-small QDs to
degrade in the presence of an active radical catalyst, future work
should be focused towards other photochemical trans-
formations,13,31,59 stabilizing QD sensitizers to these reaction
conditions,57 and improvements to the overall efficiency of this
photochemical reaction via optimization of sensitizer and
annihilator concentrations , which may improve the maximum
upconversion quantum efficiency (UCQE) for this system.

The bimolecular nature of TUC causes the emission intensity
to vary with the incident photon ux, exhibiting a quadratic-to-
linear power dependence as excitation power is increased and
bimolecular recombination becomes dominant.2 The requisite
incident intensity threshold (Ith) to reach this linear regime—
where UC efficiency is maximized—is an important perfor-
mance metric.2,3 Thus, we measured the power dependence of
UC emission at different sensitizer concentrations to evaluate
the performance of PbS QDs (Fig. 2). Most notably, we observed
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 14111–14120 | 14113



Fig. 3 Time-resolved photoluminescence results and model. (A)
Scheme of kinetic model: Triplet energy transfer (TET) occurs from
PbS QDs to CPA ligands, but backtransfer (rTET) to QDs is appreciable.
Adding a secondary acceptor (DPA) to the system provides a new
energy outlet for triplet-excited CPA (3CPA*). (B) TRPL of solutions
containing PbS only (red circles), CPA-functionalized PbS (light blue
diamonds) and PbS-CPA with free-floating DPA (violet triangles). The
early-time PL decay of CPA-functionalized QDs is accelerated due to
TET. Conversely, late-time kinetics are slowed relative to PbS-only
controls because of reverse TET of molecular triplets. Backtransfer is
reduced in the presence of DPA. Kinetic traces from our model are
added (solid/dashed lines; Table S5†). The inclusion of these quasi-
equilibrium dynamics gives good agreement to experiments. Raw data
is re-binned to 4 ns (0–6 ms) and 128 ns (>6 ms) time-steps to balance
shot noise while highlighting differences in late-time kinetics. Data
from solutions without free-floating DPA are normalized to the peak,
while the trace with DPA is scaled to the PbS-CPA data at 150 ns due to
parasitic DPA emission <100 ns (Fig S9†). (C) Kinetic modelling of
3CPA* and 3DPA* populations. Grey triangles are the simple difference
between the experimental PbS and PbS-CPA traces in B, which is well-
reproduced by our model (dotted black line). This experimental
quantity is a convenient proxy for the population of 3CPA* (blue line),
which is non-emissive. Additional modelled curves (purple) represent
themicrosecond-scale population dynamics of both 3CPA* and 3DPA*
in the full system.
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a max-efficiency threshold as low as Ith ¼ 220 mW cm�2 (�2�
the integrated AM1.5 irradiance), achieved at the highest
sensitizer concentration studied (15 mM). From these levels, a 4-
fold decrease in sensitizer concentration (4 mM) only marginally
elevates the threshold (245 mW cm�2), indicating that these
sensitizer concentrations approach the useful limit due to the
saturation of photon absorption and rise of parasitic decay
channels.60 However, the intensity threshold quickly elevates
with further reductions in the sensitizer concentration, due to
the reduced number of triplet excitations introduced into the
free-oating DPA population.9 These threshold values compare
favourably to contemporary nanocrystal-sensitized TUC
systems,16,39,40,61 are 5 times lower than a recent report of red-to-
blue TUC using core–shell CdSejZnS QDs,34 and are comparable
to a very recent report using extended 1D CdTe nanorod
sensitizers and l: 520 nm excitation.23

Important to our demonstration of low-threshold red-to-blue
TUC is our use of PbS QDs, which have longer excited-state
lifetimes compared to the CdSe or CdTe QD sensitizers previ-
ously employed in this spectral range.23,34,37,61,62 Indeed, we
measured the photoluminescence kinetics of the ultra-small
PbS QDs used in this study (Fig. 3; S6, Tables S2 and S3†),
and found that the microsecond-scale excited-state lifetime is
consistent with the larger PbS QDs previously employed for
TUC.18,63,64 While the performance benets of a longer intrinsic
sensitizer lifetime are qualitatively evident—reduced kinetic
competition from sensitizer deactivation will generate greater
triplet ux to the acceptor ligands, all else equal (Fig. S8†)—we
sought to quantitatively assess the importance of this effect in
a functionalized nanocrystal. In general, to maximize the
achievable anti-Stokes shi it is advantageous to reduce the
exothermicity of each transfer event. Accordingly, a quasi-
equilibrium with an appreciable time-weighted population of
excitations on the sensitizer in such systems is expected.65–68

Thus, the slow QD decay rate has heightened importance in our
system, because it is expected that TET (PbS QD / ligand) is
endothermic—hence reverse TET (rTET) will be appreciable.

To clarify the impact of this equilibrium excited-state parti-
tioning, we extended our previous kinetic simulation,9 which
was itself inspired by foundational work on solution-phase
TUC.2,3,39 In brief, we consider the relevant excitation, transfer,
and decay channels in our system (Fig. 3A), andmodel the time-
resolved excited-state PbS population (see ESI for kinetic
equations and additional discussion†). To capture the expected
equilibrium dynamics, we relax the assumption of irreversible
transfer, and explicitly model back-transfer from a population
of excitations on the ligands.39,66 Though some cases are
analytically tractable, we treated the resulting system of ODEs
numerically to avoid simplifying assumptions, and to facilitate
the ultimate incorporation of non-linear (e.g. bimolecular)
decay channels.

Our results from time-resolved photoluminescence spec-
troscopy (TRPL; Fig. 3) allow this model to be constrained and
tested. We rst considered the PL decay of the QDs without
exciton extracting ligands (Fig. 3B; lexc ¼ 470 nm). Consistent
with many experiments on comparable nanocrystal ensembles
(i.e. with low size-dispersity, but without a passivating shell), the
14114 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 14111–14120
uorescence decay dynamics of the QDs alone were clearly non-
monoexponential.16,69,70 Though the involvement of a surface-
oriented ‘trap’ state has been proposed to explain the triplet-
transfer dynamics of larger functionalized PbS QDs,64,71 we
found that a kinetic model considering a uniform, emissive
band-edge population in equilibrium with a single, non-
emissive ‘trap’ state (with a characteristic energy/rate
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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constant) was not well-matched to our observations, and le
parameters poorly constrained (Fig. S10†). Lacking a clear
physical justication for any particular model for QD dynamics,
we adopted a parametrized three-population description of the
intrinsic QD decay kinetics (Fig. S6 and Table S2†), motivated by
previous work on carboxylic acid ligand binding to CdS nano-
crystals,72 and exciton extraction in the widely studied CdSe/9-
ACA hybrid sensitizer.70 This parametrization accurately repro-
duces the measured QD decay kinetics (Fig. 3B and Table S5†),
thus providing the starting point for the full equilibriummodel.

We combined the three-population model for QD photo-
physics with the rate equations incorporating equilibrium
dynamics and generated kinetic simulations that could be
compared to our TRPL measurements of functionalized QDs
(Fig. 3B). Qualitatively, the early-time decay dynamics of CPA-
functionalized PbS QDs are accelerated by the presence of
a small number (hni ¼ 1.5; Fig. S1†) of CPA ligands on the QD
surface. Corroborated by our observation of upconverted uo-
rescence from the complete system (Fig. 1A), this is clear
evidence of TET from the QD to the ligand. The extended model
captures these kinetics (Fig. 3B) and we nd that a characteristic
transfer time of 1/kTET¼ 5.4 ms gives best agreement to our data.
Our data provides an intuitive check of this estimate, with the
simple difference between PbS and PbS-CPA traces displaying
a similar rise time, representing the disappearance of excita-
tions from PbS nanocrystals (Fig. 3C). This difference would
correspond exactly to the population of 3CPA* ligands in the
absence of other decay channels (ESI section 2†).

This triplet transfer time is slower than previous reports of
NC-sensitized TET to acene acceptors,18,23,47,63,64,71 and we
consider that three factors are primarily responsible. Firstly,
compared to acenes where the conjugated core is directly
carboxylated,16,63 the phenyl spacer in CPA is known to slow TET
from QDs41,47 due to the exponential distance-dependence of
through-space dexter-like energy transfer.7,73,74 Secondly, PbS
sensitizers commonly display longer transfer times than Cd
chalcogenide sensitizers, as the dielectric constant and elec-
tronic structure of the nanocrystal may play a role.37,38 Lastly,
though this rst demonstration of PbS to anthracene TET was
enabled by the ability to synthesize low-dispersity ultra-small
PbS QDs,46 TET in this system is expected to be endothermic.
Specically, the expected CPA triplet energy47,75 is �170 meV
higher in energy than the emission peak of these PbS QDs
(Fig. 1C). The microsecond-scale forward transfer and quasi-
equilibrium dynamics are similar to a very recent report of Si
QDs functionalized with a perylene derivative.67 Additionally,
while we discuss our results in the context of (correlated) exci-
tonic energy transfer, we cannot rule out that transfer also
occurs via a sequential mechanism following single-carrier
trapping—a model that is consistent with experiments on
larger QDs paired with triplet acceptors.64,71,76,77 Exothermic
carrier trapping on the QD would slow TET (relative to transfer
from band-edge states) by increasing the effective endo-
thermicity of the key QD / molecule transfer, but our experi-
ments do not discern between these hypotheses.42,78 However
such trapping is not unique to PbS,76,79 nor it is exclusively
observed in ultra-small particles,64 so we do not consider that its
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
presence is the primary origin of the slow (�5.4 ms) TET
dynamics that we observe. Still, ongoing77,80 and future work to
reveal the chemical nature of electronic trap states in these
materials may establish whether a sequential mechanism
would have stronger coupling or an overall efficiency benet.

Closer inspection of the TRPL trace with our model provides
additional support that TET from PbS to CPA is endothermic in
this system. Notably, aer the accelerated initial decay, the
long-time dynamics (t > 6 ms) of CPA-functionalized PbS QDs
display a slight deceleration compared to nanocrystals alone
(Fig. 3, light blue diamonds; Fig. S6 and Table S3†), giving rise
to kinetics consistent with thermally-activated delayed uores-
cence.81–83 Our model only predicts such an effect when
considering equilibrium TET dynamics (Fig. S11†). We extract
an equilibrium constant of K ¼ 0.66 � 0.06 (kTET/krTET), which
implies that TET is slightly endothermic in this system. We
discuss this further below. Modelling of our experiments also
indicates that the excited-state lifetime of triplets on CPA
ligands is 3.3 ms (Fig. S12†), which is considerably shorter than
other phenylated anthracenes in solution.84 This observation is
consistent with extrinsic acceleration of the excited-state decay
rate for ligands bound to the QD surface.5,41,63 Branching frac-
tions extracted from our model predict that approximately 16%
of all photoexcitations in this system decay via monomolecular
3CPA* decay in the absence of other quenching outlets
(Fig. S13–S16, Tables S6 and S7†). This is in good agreement
with our experimental observation of a 19% reduction in PbS
QD PLQY aer functionalization with CPA ligands (Table S8†).

We sought to clarify this quasi-equilibrium effect by intro-
ducing a secondary, exothermic triplet quencher to the system.
The presence of free-oating DPA (ET1 ¼ 1.77 eV)16,84 at 15 mM
causes notable differences in the TRPL data (Fig. 3B; and S6†).
Most importantly, the long-time PbS photoluminescence
dynamics that were previously decelerated by CPA are now
accelerated by excess DPA (Fig. S6 and Table S3†). This is
consistent with 3CPA* population being drained via exothermic
TET to free-oating DPA, which reduces the population of
3CPA* that could re-populate the QDs via rTET (Fig. S13†). Our
kinetic model captures the consequences of this new pop-
ulation sink: the quasi-equilibrium between PbS* and 3CPA* is
shied forward (Fig. 3B) and the 3CPA* population decay is
accelerated by the addition of the DPA outlet (Fig. 3C). We
observe that our model does not fully capture the accelerated
early-time (t < 2 ms) decay of PbS under these conditions, which
could arise from some direct QD quenching by the enormous
excess of DPA (1000 DPA: 1 PbS). Control experiments studying
CPA-functionalized PbS QDs with 150-fold lower DPA concen-
trations displayed the same PL kinetics as the functionalized
QDs alone (Fig. S6†), supporting the view of diffusion-mediated
transfer rather than the preferential aggregation of DPA with
molecules in the ligand shell.85,86

Finally, time-integrations of our simulation predicts that
approximately 6% of total photoexcitations ultimately reach the
DPA acceptor, even at the highest DPA concentrations (Fig. 3C;
S14, Tables S5 and S6†). Though the model does not include
a direct transfer channel, this lower-bound estimate permits
a useful conceptual test. Upconversion quantum efficiencies
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 14111–14120 | 14115
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(UCQE, scaled to 100% utilization of input photoexcitations) up
to 18.6% have been reported for DPA-based upconversion, using
sensitization schemes optimized for quantum yield rather than
anti-Stokes shi.20 Using this experimental value as a proxy for
the ideal performance of the DPA annihilator/emitter, and
accounting for the 6% sensitizing efficiency extracted from our
model, we would predict a UCQE of 1.0% for our system when
driven into the linear regime. This agrees well with the 0.6%
UCQE that we measure (Table S8†), validating our approach.
Accordingly, we use the results of the model to identify the
following performance factors as leading targets for improve-
ment. First, our results provide important evidence that the
monomolecular 3CPA* lifetime is much shorter for molecules
coordinated to PbS QDs than in free solution, which contributes
directly to the relatively inefficient transfer to DPA even at high
concentrations. The best-t parameters for our modelled pop-
ulation dynamics show that 48% of 3CPA* ultimately undergo
monomolecular decay, rather than transferring to DPA (22%) or
decaying on the QD following back-transfer (30%) (Table S7†).
As a result, mitigation of this shortened triplet-excited ligand
lifetime, presumably due to through-space external heavy
atom41 or spin–spin effects,5 should be a key goal moving
forward. This highlights a signicant design trade-off, because
it has been shown that extractor ligands with conjugated cores
closer to the QD boost the rate of dexter-type TET.41,47,73 Here,
recent bridged transfer schemes are an attractive research
direction.87

Then, further advances in the synthesis and passivation of
these QDs are an immediate target. From our three-population
parametrization of the photoluminescence dynamics, we infer
that 16% of photoexcitations on our ultra-small, core-only PbS
QDs decay with a characteristic lifetime of s ¼ 370 ns, and
a further 40% with s ¼ 1.3 ms. With other QD systems, shelling
and surface passivation schemes have resulted in mono-
exponential decay dynamics that approach the longest lifetime
initially observed.34,88 If all ultra-small PbS QDs had the lifetime
of our longest-lived sub-population (s ¼ 2.7 ms), our model
predicts that the fraction of excitations reaching the DPA would
nearly double (to �11%, Fig. S15†), despite the endothermicity
of the present system. Improved QD passivation may also
permit a greater density of triplet-extracting ligands to be ach-
ieved, accelerating forward TET, as well as providing additional
acceptor microstates to push the population equilibrium
forward.83,89 Lastly, because the timescale of TET is slow in this
system (as discussed above), it is only the comparatively long
lifetime of PbS that permits meaningful transfer. All else equal,
our model predicts that only �0.1% of excitations on hypo-
thetical absorbers with a lifetimematching CdSe QDs (i.e. 30 ns;
Fig. S16†) would contribute to upconversion, leading to lower
efficiencies and high linear-regime thresholds (Fig. S8†).
Indeed, the deleterious effects that we discuss here did not
prevent the achievement of a near-solar max-efficiency
threshold in our implementation of red-to-blue TUC with
ultra-small PbS.

Finally, we sought to clarify the possible role of ensemble
size-dispersity on the equilibrium transfer dynamics in our
CPA-functionalized PbS QDs, because the physical origin of the
14116 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 14111–14120
broad and strongly Stokes-shied emission of the ultra-small
PbS QDs employed in this study is uncertain.46,49,79,90 Particu-
larly, we would expect highly endothermic TET (DE z 6kT at
room temperature) considering the peak wavelength of QD
emission (l: 760 nm, hn: 1.63 eV) and the expected energy of the
CPA triplet (l: 689 nm, hn: 1.80 eV), but we instead observe
dynamics that indicate only a mildly endothermic equilibrium
(K ¼ 0.66; DE z 0.5kT at room temperature). Conceptually, if
the broad QD PL linewidth predominantly resulted from
heterogeneous optical gaps (e.g. size-dispersity via quantum
connement), we would expect very different equilibria based
on the relative driving force for TET between each sub-ensemble
of QDs.91,92 For instance, the highest-energy spectral window
would selectively interrogate the dynamics of small-diameter
(i.e. large-bandgap) QDs, where TET would be isoergic.
Conversely, the long-wavelength emission would preferentially
monitor the largest QDs in the ensemble, thus interrogating
a sub-ensemble where TET would be strongly endothermic.

Therefore, we measured wavelength-resolved TRPL from our
ensembles of as-synthesized and CPA-functionalized PbS QDs
and used our kinetic model to extract equilibrium constants
considering each spectral regime as a sub-ensemble (Fig. S17–
S22†). We observe similar values of K across the emission
spectrum (0.6 < K < 0.9, mean of 0.72; Fig. 4A), which is
inconsistent with a QD PL linewidth that predominantly arises
from ensemble heterogeneity. The contrast is most apparent in
comparison to the large thermodynamic variation of K that
would be expected if the broadening was purely heterogeneous
(Fig. 4A, grey dashed line).93 Indeed, a signicant heterogeneous
contribution to the linewidth could give rise to asymmetric
quenching of the steady-state ensemble QD PL,67,94 which we do
not observe (Fig. S4†). Thus, we consider that the effect of
ensemble heterogeneity is minor compared to the effective
single-particle PL linewidth of these ultra-small PbS QDs. This
hypothesis is in-line with our previous demonstration that
batches of comparable QDs have low size-dispersities (<7%),46

and these results are indirect evidence that the homogeneous
emission linewidth of ultra-small PbS QDs is broad.

It has been proposed that the analogous, broad, highly
Stokes-shied emission from ultra-small cadmium chalco-
genide nanocrystals is caused by strong exciton–phonon
coupling of surface-oriented states, rather than evidence of
deep trap states within the optical gap.51,52 Similarly, exciton–
phonon coupling has been proposed as the dominant origin of
the room-temperature PL linewidth and dynamics of larger PbS
QDs,49,53,90,95 is expected to strengthen as the QD radius
decreases,54,96,97 and has been invoked to explain charge-transfer
intermediates in the sensitization of triplet excited-states of
larger acenes.64,71 Naturally, any homogenous origin for the
broad emission of these ultra-small PbS QDs would explain the
spectral invariance that we observe for the K describing the TET
quasi-equilibrium. However, the hypothesis that the room-
temperature photoluminescence peak may under-estimate the
chemical potential of photoexcited ultra-small QDs51 is
intriguing, because it would also rationalize the surprisingly
small endothermicity of the equilibrium that we observe rela-
tive to our expectations from steady-state spectroscopy (Fig. 1B).
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Consideration of the role of QD size-dispersity in ensemble
dynamics. (A) Using our kinetic model, equilibrium constants (K) are
extracted from TRPL of CPA-functionalized PbS considering either the
ensemble as a whole (hollow black circle), or by treating the dynamics
from distinct spectral regions as sub-ensembles (hollow circles;
colours correspond to shaded spectral regions in (B)). Dashed lines
represent the predicted variation of K under the assumptions that the
QD PL linewidth arose from purely homogeneous broadening (black)
or purely heterogeneous broadening due to size-dispersity and
quantum confinement (grey). Though the emission from these ultra-
small nanocrystals is broad, the unvarying K is consistent with a QD
ensemble with low size-dispersity. Inset graphic: illustrative depiction
of triplet energy transfer in QD ensembles. (B) Ensemble photo-
luminescence spectra from the QDs interrogated in (A), with spectral
regions highlighted, and a representative Gaussian fit.
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The size-tunable optical gap of PbS QDs offers some ability to
test this hypothesis. Unfortunately, QDs smaller than those that
give the best photochemical performance exhibited poor
colloidal stability and ripened during ligand exchange (see
discussion in ESI section 3.1†). However, as expected, TRPL
measurements with slightly larger PbS QDs functionalized with
the same CPA ligands (Fig. S23†) exhibited rapidly diminished
quenching (Fig. S24 and S25†). These dynamics can again be
captured by the kinetic model, where the tted equilibrium
constant provides an independent measure of the effective
endothermicity of TET relative to the energetically-dened
molecular triplet (ET ¼ 1.8 eV). We observe appreciable quench-
ing (K ¼ 0.3 � 0.05) for QDs with an absorption peak energy of
1.88 eV, but marginal quenching (K ¼ 0.1 � 0.1) for QDs with
a peak at 1.65 eV (Fig. S23 and Table S11†). In contrast, a direct
estimate of the thermodynamics of TET from the QD photo-
luminescence peak would predict strongly endothermic transfer
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
from all three sizes of QDs (DETET: 170, 200, 340 meV, respec-
tively) so that the associated quenching at equilibrium would be
undetectable in our measurements. Still, we consider that the
energy of the absorption peak remains an over-estimate. This is
both on fundamental grounds, because exciton–phonon
coupling in these nanocrystals is non-zero,49,53 and because we do
not observe an exothermic transfer equilibrium (i.e. K > 1) in the
primary experiment (Fig. 3 and Table S11†).

Thus, the free energy for triplet sensitization in ultra-small
PbS QDs follows a trend intermediate between the energies of
the absorption and emission peaks (Fig. S26†). Extrapolating
from our calculated equilibrium constants, we nd that triplet
transfer is at least 150 meV less endothermic than predicted
from the steady-state emission spectra of each QD ensemble
(Table S11†). This indicates that peak of the emission spectrum
signicantly under-estimates the free energy of the electronic
excited state in ultra-small QDs, which supports the interpre-
tation that their photon emission involves signicant ground-
state phonon coupling.51 However, a complicating factor is the
uncertain role of entropy in this system, given that the appro-
priate degeneracies of the donating and accepting states are
unclear. Here, recent work has begun to address the role of
entropy from the multiplicity of ligand loading.83,89 Then, while
the band-edge degeneracy of PbS NCs has been established,62

there is a wide variation in the expected number of surface-
oriented states.64 Further experiments are warranted to
explore the origin of the anomalously broad, strongly Stokes-
shied photoluminescence from ultra-small colloidal
quantum dots. Indeed, a very recent paper has proposed
a method to analyze ultrafast, 2D spectroscopy measurements
and estimate the chemical potential of photoexcited states, and
applied it to larger PbS nanocrystals.95 Similar approaches have
historically encountered challenges in capturing the behaviour
of molecular systems,95,98 where structural uctuations/
reorganization are signicant. We note that analogous
concerns are expected for ultra-small 0D semiconductor mate-
rials where few atoms experience a bulk-like environment,
particular given the possibility that defect states49 involving
surface reconstruction are involved in the photophysics.99 Thus,
there is an opportunity to extend this theoretical framework to
capture such complex chromophores, especially where their
unique properties may aid applications. In this effort, the
thermodynamic quantities that we estimate for the product
state resulting from photoexcitation of ultra-small PbS QDs (by
characterizing its equilibrium with a molecular spin-triplet
exciton with well-dened energy) may offer an intriguing
opportunity for testing and calibration. Such fundamental
insight would not only help to extend the maximum achievable
anti-Stokes shi via nanocrystal-sensitized triplet-fusion, but
also inform advances in the synthesis and implementation of
semiconducting particles with extreme wavefunction
connement.

Conclusions

In this work, we have introduced ultra-small PbS QDs as triplet
sensitizers for red-to-blue triplet-fusion upconversion,
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 14111–14120 | 14117
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achieving a proof-of-concept QD-sensitized photochemical
polymerization under irradiation at l ¼ 637 nm. This triplet-
fusion upconversion exhibited a large anti-Stokes shi
(DE ¼ 1.04 eV) and reached maximum efficiency at a threshold
excitation intensity of 220 mW cm�2, which is comparable to
contemporary red-to-blue TUC systems. We then used transient
photoluminescence spectroscopy to clarify the ow of photo-
excitations in the quasi-equilibrium between PbS sensitizers,
triplet-excited extractor ligands, and free-oating molecular
acceptors. We developed a kinetic model that provides quanti-
tative insight, as global best-t parameters reproduce the pho-
tophysical dynamics observed across control experiments and
time-integrated predictions match steady-state observables.
Our analysis showed that the characteristic timescale of triplet
exciton transfer in this system is long (1/kTET ¼ 5.4 ms),
consistent with expectations, so the long excited-state lifetime
of PbS QDs is essential in enabling the near-solar intensity
threshold in this red-to-blue system. However, our work high-
lighted that the decay of molecular triplet excitations is accel-
erated in proximity to the QD surface, which causes signicant
population loss in our system and is a leading cause of the
modest UCQE (0.6%, of a maximum 100%) that we observe.
Noting the strong distance dependence of the rate of through-
space energy transfer, molecular architectures that address
this design trade-off will be vital for improved performance.
Lastly, we also found evidence of a lower endothermicity to
triplet energy transfer (DE z 0.5kT) than the known triplet
energy and the measured QD photoluminescence peak would
suggest (DEz 6kT). This improves the general outlook for ultra-
small nanocrystals as triplet sensitizers in upconversion appli-
cations seeking maximal overall anti-Stokes shis. Further,
combined with wavelength-resolved QD photoluminescence
dynamics that do not indicate signicant ensemble size-
dispersity, these experiments raise questions regarding the
nature of the emissive states in ultra-small QDs that approach
the molecular limit. Together, our results highlight the utility of
ultra-small PbS QDs as sensitizers for red-to-blue triplet fusion
upconversion, provide a clearer picture of the transfer and
decay channels at quasi-equilibrium in functionalized nano-
crystals, and offer design rules to guide the implementation of
QD-sensitized triplet-fusion upconversion.
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